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Abstract— Data missing problems often occur on the Internet-
of-Things domains. This article proposes a missing type-aware
interpolation framework (IMA) for data loss problems in
city-wide environmental monitoring systems that contain many
scattered stations. To interpolate data as accurately as possible,
IMA considers three aspects of information, i.e., spatiotemporal,
all attributes of one measurement, and all values and accordingly
develop three methods to estimate the missing data. First,
we develop an improved multiviewer method, which uses the
spatiotemporal correlation of data from neighbor stations to
estimate random missing values. Second, we propose a new
multi-eXtreme Gradient Boosting (multi-XGBoost) method that
uses the values of the co-occurring and correlated correct
attributes to predict the value of the missing attribute. Third,
we take advantage of matrix factorization to estimate the missing
parts if the data of the interpolation matrix are not all missing.
To avoid the influence of uncorrelated data, IMA calculates
Pearson’s correlation coefficient between data of each station and
uses those data from its top k highest correlation neighbors to
form an interpolation matrix. Furthermore, due to the complexity
of missing cases, IMA uses confidence levels in each of the
three data prediction methods. For example, if the multiviewer
method fails, IMA weights all valid results with confidence levels.
We conduct our experiments on two real-world datasets from
air quality monitoring stations in Beijing. Both datasets contain
numerous missing measurements. Experimental results show that
IMA outperforms other counterpart methods in interpolating the
missing measurements, in terms of accuracy and effectiveness.
Compared with the most related method, IMA improves the
interpolation accuracy from 0.818 to 0.849 in a small dataset
and from 0.214 to 0.759 in a large one.

Index Terms— Data interpolation, matrix factorization, missing
type-aware method, multi-eXtreme Gradient Boosting (multi-
XGBoost), spatiotemporal correlation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid development of the Internet of Things
(IoT), massive data are generated every day and every-

where. There are many types of anomalies in streaming sensor
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data for various reasons, among which outliers, noise, and
missing data errors are common [1]. To improve the quality
of data, many anomaly detection methods [2], [3] are proposed
for detecting sensor faults. In [4], an advanced distributed
tensor-train decomposition method is proposed for processing
industrial IoT big data that contain noise and redundancies.

Although these methods own a high accuracy to pinpoint
different anomalies, few have been done for correcting the
contaminated data. Besides, the missing data problems are
often occurred for various reasons, such as communicational
interference and sensor faults [5], [6]. However, data integrity
is vital for some data-driven applications. For example, most
machine learning models require full input vectors [7]. Mean-
while, some data, such as satellite remote sensing data [8],
have a high cost for resampling. Thus, an effective data
interpolation method is needed for improving the quality of
sensor data.

In the literature, the incomplete data problem data can
be divided into the following types: missing completely at
random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR), and missing
not at random (MNAR) [9]. As suggested in [10], MCAR
and MAR data could be modeled effectively using univariate
methods due to their short length. Nevertheless, MNAR data
are more complex to estimate because they last for an extended
period, and no local temporal information is available in this
case. In practice, most of the missing data may be attributed to
MAR [11], which are generated by isolated and independent
random events [12], while data in MNAR state always present
as block data missing, which are challenging to interpolate.

In recent years, diverse data interpolation methods using dif-
ferent principles have been used to estimate the missing values,
such as association rule mining [13], [14], clustering [15], [16],
K-nearest neighbor [17], [18], and matrix factorization [19],
[20], and learning-based methods, such as CNN [5] and
GAN [21]. For the nature of sensor data, the spatiotemporal
correlation of data is often being applied in the methods above.
Besides, some learning-based methods, such as XGBoost [22],
construct complex models to mine the association between
different attributes, which can also be applied for interpolation.

This article proposes a missing type-aware interpolation
framework for filling the missing measurements in sensor
data sampled at air quality monitoring stations. For briefness,
we use the word station to represent the air quality monitoring
station in Sections II–V. During the data preparation, IMA
analyzes the original dataset and forms distance table (DT) and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient nearest neighbor table (PNT).
DT records the distance between each pair of stations and is
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used for the distance-based method. PNT records the attribute
correlation between each pair of stations and is used to find
k nearest neighbors. In other words, only those data from its
top k highest correlation neighbors are combined to form an
interpolation matrix. In the interpolation process, IMA ana-
lyzes the type of missing data and adaptively chooses a proper
method: the improved multiviewer method, the proposed
multi-eXtreme Gradient Boosting (multi-XGBoost) method,
or the MF method of interpolation matrix. The improved mul-
tiviewer method is one of the spatiotemporal correlation-based
methods preferred when the spatiotemporal information is not
missing. The proposed multi-XGBoost method is one of the
attribute-based methods and mines the association between
various attributes sampled at the same timestamp. Therefore,
multi-XGBoost is suitable when measurements are not all
empty. Different from the above two types of methods, MF is
a relatively insensitive approach to missing types. By consid-
ering three aspects of information, IMA can estimate various
missing types of data, except for those data that all stations
lose all measurements for a long time. It is challenging to
restore long-period block missing data but also meaningless.
Therefore, we replace this type of data using past data. In the
whole article, we use not a number (NaN) to represent missing
data at certain measurement for ease of explanation.

In summary, our contributions are threefold.

1) We propose a missing type-aware interpolation frame-
work (IMA), which considers three aspects of infor-
mation, i.e., spatiotemporal, all attributes of one mea-
surement and all values and accordingly develop three
methods to estimate the missing data.

2) We apply Pearson’s correlation coefficient-based K near-
est neighbor mechanism to find the top k highest cor-
relation neighbors for the target station with missing
data. Then, the data from those neighbors are used for
interpolation. It can reduce the computational complexity
and avoid those data from stations with different states.

3) We evaluate our approach on two real-world datasets.
The results demonstrate the advantages of the proposed
method compared with six baseline counterpart meth-
ods. Furthermore, additional experiments show that IMA
improves the prediction accuracy of a deep prediction
model proposed in c10.1145/3219819.3219822.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. In Section II,
the related work is reviewed and summarized. The important
preliminaries are presented in Section III. Then, we detail
the proposed IMA method in Section IV. Section V demon-
strates the proposed method in extensive experiments. Finally,
we conclude this article in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A practical problem that usually emerges in environmental
monitoring systems is data missing due to sensor malfunc-
tion, network congestion, and vandalism [24]. Many existing
methods have already been proposed for interpolating missing
data [17], [19], [25], [26].

In tradition, some methods use simple statistics computed
from the entire dataset (e.g., medians and mean) to fill those

missing data [27]. However, data such as PM2.5 fluctuate
significantly from time to time according to various conditions,
such as local emission, wind speed, wind direction, and
secondary pollution. In addition, a direct method removes
all records with NaNs to improve the data quality. It is a
convenient data preprocessing method, but interpolation is
more appropriate for those valuable or rare data. Traditional
time series prediction methods, such as ARIMA [28], can
also be applied for estimating missing data, but they only
have a proper performance for data that have good periodicity
properties.

In recent years, the spatiotemporal correlation of sensor data
is often used to do interpolation. As suggested in [29], more
recent sensor data values should have a higher contribution to
the association rule, which will be used to interpolate missing
measurements at a specific timestamp. In [13], spatial correla-
tion between sensor nodes is incorporated to avoid low model
accuracy caused by too much-unrelated data. Using Pearson’s
correlation coefficient, the method reduces complexity for the
association rule mining algorithm as it only needs to search for
rules from sensors with a high correlation coefficient. Similar
to [13], the approach proposed in [17] takes advantage of
Pearson’s correlation coefficient and R2 testing in the sensor
data, which uses a kd-tree structure to search for the nearest
neighbors according to a weighted Euclidean metric. Then,
the algorithm searches the tree to find the nearest neighbors
and interpolate missing readings based on the values obtained
from its neighbors. In addition, MF has also been widely used
to estimate the missing values of data matrix [30], [31]. In [19],
a mathematical approach recovers missing data by representing
the spatiotemporal sensor data as a multidimensional tensor
and applies the tensor singular value decomposition (t-SVD)
to recover the missing values.

In addition, hybrid methods can also be used for interpolat-
ing missing readings. In [32], a k-means clustering and prob-
abilistic matrix factorization (PMF) approaches are applied
to recover missing values. Furthermore, the method in [26]
combines empirical statistic models (inverse distance weight-
ing [33] and simple exponential smoothing) and data-driven
algorithms (user- and item-based collaborative filtering) to
interpolate missing data in a multiviewer way. Besides,
the fuzzy model can also be applied to address missing data
issues. Considering two missing data situations (MAR and
MCAR), an evolving fuzzy-rule-based model (eFGP) in [27]
handles single missing values by developing reduced-term
consequent polynomials. In addition, eFGP completes multiple
missing values using the midpoints of time-varying granules
evolved in the data space.

Inspired by the previous works, in this article, we proposed
an interpolation framework to comprehensively analyze the
data attributes, which contains the spatiotemporal correla-
tion of measurements. Considering the different missing data
types, we incorporate three interpolating methods in IMA: the
improved multiviewer method, the proposed multi-XGBoost
method, and the MF method of the interpolation matrix.
Like other spatiotemporal-based methods, the improved mul-
tiviewer method can be applied to mine spatiotemporal corre-
lation between data from different stations (one attribute). The
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TABLE I

DESCRIPTION OF THE ABBREVIATED SYMBOLS

proposed multi-XGBoost method is one of the attribute-based
methods, which is used to construct complex dependence
between different features sampled at one timestamp. When
the above two kinds of methods are infeasible and all elements
of the interpolation matrix are not NaNs, the MF method can
use the product result of two random matrices to approximate
the interpolation matrix (see more details in Section III-C).
To interpolate the missing data as accurately as possible, IMA
analyzes the missing data type and adaptively chooses an
appropriate method: the improved multiviewer method for no
spatiotemporal information loss, the proposed multi-XGBoost
method for no attributes loss, and the MF method for no matrix
loss. These three types of loss are defined in Section IV.
Furthermore, we improve the multiviewer to be suitable for
various data missing cases, seen details in Section IV-B2.
Besides, we set the training cycle of our model as one year.
In practice, we can update the model every year or half a year
as routine maintenance.

III. PRELIMINARY

In this section, we introduce preliminary knowledge, includ-
ing the XGBoost, the multiviewer method, and the MF. All the
abbreviated symbols are listed in Table I.

A. XGBoost Method

XGBoost [22] is a gradient boosting decision tree algorithm,
which has been widely used to solve many data science
problems. Like the other boosting tree methods, XGBoost
improves its regression accuracy by continually constructing
new trees. During each construction, the new tree is used to fit
the residuals of previous trees. To find an optimal alternative
tree structure, XGBoost uses the Taylor expansion to simplify
the objective function and applies a greedy mechanism in
finding the best split. The final result is the sum of estimation
from each tree.

IMA uses the XGBoost method as an attribute-based
method. Considering multiple attributes missing cases, IMA

builds XGBoost models for each attribute and estimates miss-
ing data iteratively. This improved XGBoost method is called
multi-XGBoost (see more details in Section IV-B1).

B. Multiviewer Method

Multiviewer method [26] contains four interpolating algo-
rithms: inverse distance weighting (IDW) method, simple
exponential smoothing (SES) method, user-based collabora-
tive filtering (UCF) method, and item-based collaborative
filtering (ICF) method. Given an interpolation matrix I =
[vi j ]w×(k+1) to record recent data from target station and its
k nearest neighbors, vi j ∈ I represents the j th readings in
station i , and we assume that the station 1 (s0) represents the
target station and the missing data are located at middle of the
time window (�w/2�) at timestamp t .

IDW is used to estimate missing data in a global spatial
view. As shown in (1), IDW assigns a weight to each available
data of neighbor station according to their distance to the target
station and gets the estimation v̂idw by a weighted average
method, where d is the distance between target station and its
neighbor and α is an integer value

v̂idw =
�k

i=1 vit d
−α
i�k

i=1 d−αi

. (1)

As an exponential moving average model, SES can interpo-
late the missing data in a global temporal view. In (2), SES
sets an exponential weight β(1− β)� j−w/2� to the data in the
same time window, where β is a smoothing parameter with
a range of (0, 1). In general, those recent data have a bigger
weight than distant ones. Finally, SES gets the result v̂ses by
weighting the values in the time window

v̂ses =
�w

j=1 v0 jβ(1− β)� j−w/2��w
j=1 β(1− β)� j−w/2� . (2)

UCF, as a data-driven method, has been widely applied
in recommender systems. For the principle that similar users
make similar ratings for similar items [34]. SES regards each
sensor as a user and calculates the similarity of data in the s0

and station i (si ), according to (3), where NT is the number of
timestamps that both two stations have data. Then, in (4), UCF
uses the similarity as weight and calculates the final estimation
v̂uc f using its neighbors’ data sampled at time t

sim(si , s0) = 1/

��w
j=1

�
vi j − v0 j

�2

NT
(3)

v̂uc f =
�m

i=1 vit simi�m
i=1 simi

. (4)

Like UCF, ICF regards each timestamp as an item and
calculates the similarity between time t and other candidate
timestamps based on interpolation matrix I in (5), where N S
is the number of stations with data in the two timestamps.
Finally, ICF calculates the final estimation v̂ic f by weighting
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the data in the current time window from s0

sim
�
t �, t

� = 1/

��k
i=1(vit � − vit )

2

N S
(5)

v̂ic f =
�w

j=1 v0 j sim j�w
j=1 sim j

. (6)

After getting four estimations, multiviewer gets the final
result using a regression model, according to (7), where wi is
the learned weight for each interpolation method and b is a
bias

v̂mvl = w1v̂idw + w2v̂ses + w3v̂uc f +w4v̂ic f + b. (7)

IMA uses the multiviewer method as a spatiotemporal
method and improves the adaptability of the multiviewer
method to various missing cases by assigning each submethod
with weighted confidence (see more details in Section IV-B2).

C. Matrix Factorization Method

MF, as an effective pattern recognition technique, has been
widely used in a variety of tasks [31]. Given a data matrix
A = [ai j ]m x n that contains NaNs in several entries, the MF
method first constructs two U = [ui j ]m x k and V = [vi j ]k x n,
where k < min(m, n), and initializes the weights of U and
V using a random normal distribution method, i.e., ui j , vi j ∼
N(μ, σ ). Then, the MF method calculates the estimated matrix
A� using the following equation:

A� = U V =
⎡
⎢⎣

a�11 · · · a�1 n
...

. . .
...

a�m1 · · · a�mn

⎤
⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

k�
l=1

u1 lvl1 · · ·
k�

l=1

u1 lvln

...
. . .

...
k�

l=1

umlvl1 · · ·
k�

l=1

umlvln

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (8)

To fit the original matrix, MF sets the loss function for
weights learning as

L = 	A − A�	2
F +

β

2
J (U, V )

= 	A−U V 	2
F +

β

2

�	U	2 + 	V 	2
�

=
�

i, j,ai j 
=NaN


ai j −

k�
l=1

uilvl j

�2

+ β
2

�
i,l

u2
il +

�
l,k

v2
l j

�

(9)

where 	·	2
F represents the Frobenius norm, (β/2)J (U, V ) is

the penalized term, and β is the penalty factor. Due to the
existence of NaN values in the original matrix A, therefore,
in (9), the MF method only accumulates square error on those
entries with values. Then, stochastic gradient descent is used
for updating weights in U and V , and each updated weight

u�i j and v �i j can be obtained using (10)–(13), where η is the
learning rate

∂L

∂uiz
= −2

n�
j=1

�
ai j − a�i j

� n�
j=1

vz j + βuiz (10)

∂L

∂vz j
= − 2

m�
i=1

�
ai j − a�i j

� m�
i=1

uiz + βvz j (11)

u�i z = ui j + η ∂L

∂uiz

= ui j − 2η
n�

j=1

�
ai j − a�i j

� n�
j=1

vz j + ηβuiz (12)

v �i j = vi j + η L

∂vz j

= vi j − 2η
m�

i=1

�
ai j − a�i j

� m�
i=1

uiz + ηβvz j . (13)

MF repeats the iterative regression using (8)–(13) until the
loss value is under a certain threshold. Eventually, we will get
the estimation of missing data.

Compared with multiviewer and XGBoost methods, MF is
missing-type insensitive. Therefore, when the current inter-
polation matrix loses much spatiotemporal information and
values of all kinds of attributes are missing, IMA applies
MF for recovering the data of interpolation matrix and further
obtains the estimation of missing data.

IV. MISSING TYPE-AWARE ADAPTIVE INTERPOLATION

METHOD

In this section, we first introduce the overview of our
method and then detail IMA in three processes: data pre-
processing, model preparation, and interpolation.

Fig. 1 lists the tables used in IMA. As shown in the original
data table (OT), the spatiotemporal data contain both positions
(latitude and longitude) and time parameters. We can use the
position information to calculate the distance between two
stations. To further mine the spatiotemporal correlation of data,
IMA forms two tables in the data preparation process in Fig. 2.
DT records the distance between any pair of stations, and
PNT lists the neighbor ids of each station, which are sorted
in descending order for correlation value.

Thereafter, IMA uses original data to train the proposed
multi-XGBoost [22] and linear regression (LR) model of the
improved multiviewer method for each station. The third part
in Fig. 2 is about the interpolation process. Assume that
station si collected a measurement M = [m1, . . . ,mq ] at time
t and lost a value m j . To estimate the missing data, IMA
obtains recent measurements from k neighbors of si using
PNT, the interval of data is from t − �w/2� to t + �w/2�,
and w is the time window size and forms an interpolation
matrix I = [di j]w x(k+1), and therefore, the value to be
estimated is d�w/2�,0, i.e., d̂. We define three data losing types:
spatiotemporal information loss, attributes loss, and matrix
loss. The definitions of the above three types are as follows.

Definition 1: The missing type of d̂ is spatiotemporal infor-
mation loss if both of the following conditions are satisfied.
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Fig. 1. Tables in IMA.

Fig. 2. Schematic of IMA.

1) If the data in the first columns of I are all NaNs, the miss-
ing data contain temporal information loss. In other
words, si lost all measurements in this time window.

2) If the data in the middle row of I are all NaNs, the miss-
ing data contain spatial information loss. In other words,
all neighbors of si lost j th attribute value at time t .

Definition 2: Attributes loss represents that all values in M
are NaNs, i.e., ∀ m j ∈ M,m j = NaN.

Definition 3: Matrix loss represents that all values in I are
NaNs, i.e., ∀ di j ∈ I, di, j = NaN.

Spatiotemporal correlation is a useful parameter of urban
data and can be used in priority to estimate missing values.
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However, there is a large amount of missing data, and the
missing type is complex. When the two conditions of Defin-
ition 1 are satisfied, little spatiotemporal information can be
used to estimate missing data. Therefore, it is proper to use
other methods in different mechanisms. The attribute-based
method, e.g., XGBoost, mines the relationship among different
attributes sampled at the same timestamp. Thus, Definition 2 is
proposed to judge whether attribute-based methods can esti-
mate the missing data or not. If the above two data loss
types are simultaneously satisfied, those methods that are not
insensitive to missing data types are preferred.

A. Data Preprocessing

During the data preprocessing, the main work of IMA
includes the addition of missing records, simple outlier dele-
tion, and generation of the statistical tables in Fig. 1. We show
the details in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Data Preprocessing Process
Input: Original data table: OT
Output: DT, PNT
1: Fill the missing records in OT according to timeseries
2: OT’ ← Delete obvious outliers in OT
3: Form DT between each pair of stations
4: for attribute in all attributes do
5: Form PNT between each pair of station
6: end for

First, IMA gets a complete time series of the original
dataset from start time to end time, where the interval is
equal to the sampling period. Then, IMA checks the missing
timestamps and inserts the empty records (1 h). Second, IMA
applies a simple outlier deletion using the 90% fractile of each
attribute as the threshold �. If the absolute difference between
sampled data and its mean is larger than �, the data will be
removed. After that, the distance between each pair of stations
is calculated using the longitude and latitude of stations. Here,
we apply the GeoPy module1 for python to convert geographic
information into spatial distance.

In addition, we use the original data to calculate Pearson’s
correlation coefficient between each pair of stations and form
PNT for each attribute. Although according to the first law of
geography, everything is related to everything else, but near
things are more related to each other. However, data such as
the concentration of PM2.5 are influenced by many factors.
As shown in Tables II–IV, we list part of PNT in our exper-
iments and corresponding distance and Pearson’s correlation
coefficient value. The distance between two stations is smaller
and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is higher, but not
utterly inverse ratio. Therefore, IMA uses PNT as the nearest
neighbor selection indicator, but not the distance.

B. Model Preparation

IMA contains three methods, among which the
multi-XGBoost and the improved multiviewer methods
need to pretrain their models before interpolation.

1https://github.com/geopy/geopy

TABLE II

EXAMPLE OF PEARSON’S CORRELATION COEFFICIENT NEAREST
NEIGHBOR

TABLE III

EXAMPLE OF PEARSON’S CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (PM2.5)

TABLE IV

EXAMPLE OF THE NEIGHBOR DISTANCE OF SOME STATIONS (UNIT: km)

1) Training and Estimation Processes of Multi-XGBoost
Model: Multi-XGBoost method is an end-to-end boosting tree
model. We applied this model to learn the correlation between
different attributes and build the estimation model for each
attribute using other attributes. The details of the training
process of the multi-XGBoost model are given as follows.

First, IMA gets the non-null datasets (D�) from the original
dataset to avoid NaN values’ influence on the training model.
Then, part of the data in D� is used for parameter optimiza-
tion since multi-XGBoost contains various parameters, which
results in grid search very time-consuming. Therefore, IMA
constructs a parameter space of multi-XGBoost and searches
the best parameters using a Bayesian optimization algorithm.2

Then, IMA trains XGBoost models M[n] for each attribute.
Specifically, for obtaining the XGBoost model for attribute
ai , IMA uses all ai data in D� as target data and feeds other
attributes data to the model.

Fig. 3 shows an estimation procedure of multi-XGBoost.
Common XGBoost can be applied for estimating one attribute
missing with all other attributes existence. While some mea-
surements contain multiple missing values, multi-XGBoost
first fills the NaN value with the corresponding mean value.
As shown in Fig. 3, IMA inserts μ2 and μ4 into D2 and D4.
Consequently, IMA uses other parameters [D0, D1, D3, μ4]
to predict the missing data of D2 as E2. Then, the esti-
mated value will be used in the following estimation proce-
dure. After several loops, IMA gets the final data array as
[D0, D1, E#

2 , D3, E#
4 ], where # is set as the size of attributes

in our scheme.

2https://github.com/hyperopt/hyperopt
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Fig. 3. Our proposed multi-XGBoost method. (a) Common XGBoost. (b) Multi-XGBoost.

Algorithm 2 Multi-XGBoost Model Learning Process
Input:

Original data: D;
Numerical attributes: A = [a1, a2, . . . , an];

Output:
Multi-XGBoost models: M[n]

1: Extract non-null datasets D� from D
2: Get training and testing subdataset from D� for parameter

optimization
3: Construct parameter space V of XGBoost
4: Get best parameters of XGBoost using Bayesian optimiza-

tion algorithm
5: for i = 1→ n do
6: Get ai data in D� and form target datasets Y
7: Get data of other attributes in D� and form training

datasets X
8: Train XGBoost model M[i ] using X and Y
9: end for

2) Training of LR Model: Data from environmental mon-
itor systems always contain temporal and spatial correlation.
Specifically, temporal correlation can be represented by similar
values of data collected at close sampling timestamps on one
station, while spatial correlation shows that the data simultane-
ously collected by adjacent stations also have high similarity.
As demonstrated in Section IV-A, the spatial correlation of
data between stations does not increase completely with the
decrease of distance. Therefore, IMA uses PNT to find k

nearest neighbor stations for the target sensor si . Then, si

combines its recent data with the data from its k nearest
neighbors and forms interpolation matrix Iw×(k+1), where w
is the time window size (w is set to odd in this article) and
k is the neighbor size. For convenience, we record the data
of s0 in the first column, and the missing data are v0,�w/2�.
After constructing the interpolation matrix, IMA applies a
multiviewer method [26] to estimate missing values, including
IDW, SES, UCF, and ICF.

Comparing with the four methods mentioned in Preliminary
(Section III-B), we have added a value �i for each method in
(14), (16), (18), and (20) to accommodate different missing
scenarios. When the data exist NaN value, �i is set as 0;
otherwise, �i is set as 1. For example, in (14), when vit is
NaN, �i = 0, and otherwise, �i = 1. In (18), when vit or simi

is NaN, vit is NaN, �i = 0, and otherwise, �i = 1. Besides,
a confidence value ψ is used to evaluate the reliability of the
model in (15), (17), (19), and (21). Specifically, ψ trends to be
a lower value when the data used for estimation contain more
missing data. After getting four estimated data, IMA generates
the final result, according to (22). In practice, multiviewer
method may fail to make an interpolation because of the
complex types of missing data. Therefore, IMA increases
confidence value ψ for each estimation method. When LR
fails, IMA uses confidence values to weight the valid data
among four estimation results using (23)

v̂idw =
�k

i=1 �ivit d
−α
i�k

i=1 �i d
−α
i

(14)
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ψidw =
�k

i=1 �i d
−α
i�k

i=1 d−αi

(15)

v̂ses =
�w

j=1 � jv0 jβ(1− β)� j−w/2��w
j=1 � jβ(1− β)� j−w/2� (16)

ψses =
�w

j=1 � jβ(1− β)� j−w/2��w
j=1 β(1− β)� j−w/2� (17)

v̂uc f =
�k

i=1 �ivit simi�k
i=1 �i simi

(18)

ψuc f =
�k

i=1 1�i

k
(19)

v̂ic f =
�w

j=1 � jv0 j sim j�w
j=1 �i sim j

(20)

ψic f =
�w

j=1 1� j

w
(21)

v̂mvl = w1v̂idw +w2v̂ses +w3v̂uc f +w4v̂ic f + b (22)

v̂mvl = ψidwv̂idw + ψses v̂ses + ψuc f v̂uc f + ψic f v̂ic f . (23)

Algorithm 3 LR Learning Process
Input:

Original data: D; Time window: w;
Pearson’s correlation coefficient nearest neighbors Table:
PNT
Neighbors size: k

Output:
Linear Regression models: LR[n]

1: for si ∈ all stations do
2: for data ∈ si [data] do
3: Get neighbor stations of si using PNT
4: Form interpolation matrix I = �

vi j
�
w×(k+1)

5: y ← v�w/2�,0
6: Set v�w/2�,0 as NaN
7: Obtain estimated data

�
v̂gs , v̂gt , v̂ls , v̂lt

�
using IDW,

SES, UCF, and ICF
8: if

�
v̂gs , v̂gt , v̂ls , v̂lt

�
and y all have value then

9: Add
�
v̂gs , v̂gt , v̂ls , v̂lt

�
to training set Dtrain,i , and add

y to target set Dtarget,i .
10: end if
11: end for
12: Train Linear regression model LR[i ] for si using Dtrain,i

and Dtarget,i .
13: end for

As shown in Algorithm 3, IMA builds LR models for each
station. Taking one station si for an example, IMA first gets
the neighbor information of si from PNT and then extracts
the neighbors’ data in the certain time window and forms
interpolation matrix I = [vi j ]w×(k+1).

To simulate missing data of vt0 for idi , IMA records the
original v�w/2�,0 in the target dataset y and sets v�w/2�,0 as NaN.
Subsequently, IDW, SES, UCF, and ICF are applied for making
estimations [v̂gs, v̂gt , v̂ls , v̂lt ]. Since the LR model needs full
data as training data, IMA only records the complete data in
training set Dtrain,i and target set Dtarget,i . Finally, IMA trains
LR model for si using the data from Dtrain,i and Dtarget,i .

Fig. 4. Distribution of air quality monitoring stations in Beijing.

C. Interpolation Process

The third part of our framework is about the interpola-
tion process. IMA is a missing type-aware framework that
adaptively chooses the interpolation method according to the
missing data type.

Algorithm 4 shows the complete scheme of IMA. During the
data preprocessing process in Algorithm 1, IMA forms neigh-
bor information tables (DT and PNT). DT is used to record
the distance between each pair of stations. PNT is applied
to obtain the k nearest neighbors according to Pearson’s cor-
relation coefficient values. Then, IMA trains multi-XGBoost
and LR models for each station. After training, each station
si starts interpolation operation. Take PM2.5 for an example.
Assume that si samples a measurement M = [m1, . . . ,mq]
at timestamp t and loss the value of m j , i.e., PM2.5. Before
interpolation, si needs to obtain spatiotemporal information
first. Therefore, si inquires the k nearest neighbors in PNT and
forms interpolation matrix I = [di j]w×(k+1) using neighbors’
data in the current time window, where the time interval ranges
from t−�w/2� to t+�w/2�. What needs illustration is that the
local data are stored in the first column in I , the missing data
are d�w/2�1. After getting M and I , si judges the missing data
type according to Definitions 1–3. IMA determines whether
the missing type is a spatiotemporal loss, attributes loss,
and matrix loss in turn. IMA uses the improved multiviewer
method to estimate missing data if the missing type is not a
spatiotemporal loss. If the missing type is a spatiotemporal
loss but not an attribute loss, the improved multi-XGBoost is
used to interpolate. Furthermore, if the missing type contains
both the above two types, MF is preferred if there is no matrix
loss. In addition, the left missing values are replaced by past
values.

V. EXPERIMENT

To evaluate the proposed IMA framework, we have con-
ducted several experiments on two real-world datasets. All
the algorithms were implemented using Python scripts on a
PC with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7-1075H CPU, 16-G memory,
and the Windows10 operating system.
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Algorithm 4 Complete Data Interpolation Method (IMA)
Input:

Original data: D; Size of time window: w
Neighbors size: k

Output:
Final Dataset D

1: Get DT, PNT refer to Algorithm 1
2: Train XGBoost model, refer to Algorithm 2
3: Train Linear Regression model, refer to Algorithm 3
4: for all missing data timestamp t in each station si do
5: Get current measurement M = �

m1, . . . ,mq
�

and inter-
polation matrix I = �

di j
�
w x k+1.

6: Judge missing data type according to Definition 1-3.
7: if Not spatiotemporal loss then
8: d̂idw,ψidw ← using IDW method, refer to (14), (15)
9: d̂ses, ψses ← using SES method, refer to (16), (17)

10: d̂uc f , ψuc f ← using UCF method, refer to (18), (19)
11: d̂ic f , ψic f ← using ICF method, refer to (20), (21)
12: if d̂idw, d̂ses, d̂uc f , d̂ic f all have value then
13: d̂ ← get result using LR[i ] model, refer to (22)
14: else
15: d̂ ← get ψ weighted result, refer to (23).
16: end if
17: else if Not attributes loss then
18: Do estimation using multi-XGBoost method
19: else if Not matrix loss then
20: Do estimation using MF method for interpolation

method I
21: else
22: Replace missing data using past data.
23: end if
24: end for

A. Datasets and Ground Truth

The air pollution data during two periods [35], [36] in
Beijing are used to verify the performance of IMA, which are
from 2017/01/01 to 2018/01/31 (201701_201801) and from
2018/01/31 to 2018/03/31 (201802_201803).

The above-mentioned two air quality data were collected
every 1 h from 35 stations in Beijing city, as shown in
Fig. 4. Each air quality instance consists of the concentration
of six air pollutants, viz., PM2.5, PM10, NO2, CO, O3, and
SO2. There are over 310 000 (9482× 35) in 201701_201801,
and over 40 000 (1416× 34) in 201802_201803. In addition,
the timestamp and position information are recorded in each
measurement, which can be used to analyze the spatiotemporal
correlation of air pollution data.

Table V shows the percentage of missing data of each
attribute. The worst case scenario is that in 201701–201801,
about 32.9% of PM10 data are missing. Meanwhile, data
missing problems of other attributes also cannot be neglected.

To evaluate the performance of our scheme, we partition
the original data into two parts: training set and testing set.
Since there is no ground truth for those missing values in
original data and the patterns of data missing are not random,
we applied a mechanism in [26] to form testing sets. First,

TABLE V

STATISTICS ON MISSING VALUES IN EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS

we get missing data in each month (i.e., 2017/05/01 18:00:00)
and then check the next month data (i.e., 2017/06/01 18:00:00)
at the corresponding timestamp. Those data in the next month
are used as ground truths if they are not NaNs. After forming
the testing set, the rest of measurements are used as training
set.

B. Baselines and Metrics

1) Global Mean (GMean) and Local Mean (LMean) [37]:
GMean and LMean are two common strategies for interpo-
lating the missing data by mean of all entries or by mean of
the data in the current time window. The time window size
is critical to the performance of LMean. In the experiments,
we set the time window size of the LMean method as 13 after
many attempts.

2) XGBoost [22]: XGBoost is a boosting tree model, which
improves its regression accuracy by continuously generating
new tree to fit the prediction error. In the experiments, we pre-
dict the missing values using the data of other attributes at
the same timestamp. In addition, XGBoost uses the same
parameters with IMA, which are obtained by the Bayesian
optimization algorithm.

3) LightGBM [38]: LightGBM is another boosting tree
model, which uses a histogram algorithm to reduce the com-
putation complexity in finding optimal subtree structure and
applies a leaf-wise growth strategy to improve the accuracy.

4) K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN): This method uses an aver-
age value of k nearest readings as a prediction. In the exper-
iments, we set the neighbor size as 5, which is the optimal
number after conducting many trials.

5) ST-MVL [26]: ST-MVL is a multiviewer learning-based
method, which estimates the values using the spatiotemporal
correlation of data. During each interpolation, ST-MVL applies
four methods to estimate missing values, respectively, and then
weights the four estimations to generate a final result. For those
block missing data, ST-MVL only uses IDW or SES methods
to do the estimation.

6) Accuracy Metrics: We evaluate our framework by mean
absolute error (MAE), mean relative error (MRE), and accu-
racy (ACC)

MAE =
�

i |xi − x̂i |
n

(24)

MRE =
�

i |xi − x̂i |�
i xi

(25)

ACC = 1−
�

i |xi − x̂i |�
i xi

(26)
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Fig. 5. Results of grid search for proper neighbor size (k) and time window size (w) using data from one station. (a) MAE. (b) Runtime. (c) Mean runtime.

TABLE VI

COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT METHODS FOR MAE

TABLE VII

COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT METHODS FOR MRE

where x̂i is an estimation value, xi is the ground truth, and n
is the number of samples.

C. Performance Under Different Neighbor Sizes and Time
Windows

According to (14)–(21), interpolation results are influenced
by time window w and neighbor size k of interpolating matrix.
Taking data from air quality monitoring stations for example,
the data sampled at near time are closer to the missing data in
one station. From this perspective, the value of w should be set
as small as possible. However, continuous data missing often
occurs, and further, the temporal-based interpolation method
will fail due to little or even no temporal information in
the interpolation matrix. As for spatial correlation, stations

with similar deployment environments tend to collect similar
data. Thus, IMA calculates Pearson’s correlation coefficient
between each pair of stations’ data and chooses the top k
relevant neighbors for the target station. If possible, the value
of k is also the smaller the better because it can avoid the
influence of irrelevant data and decrease the computational
overhead. However, there are cases where stations lose data at
the same time, so small value of k increases the risk of failure
of the spatial-based method.

Due to the lack of prior knowledge, we applied the grid
search method to find the proper parameters in this article;
201701–201801 is used in this experiment, among which the
data of Aotizhongxin station are used to construct labeled data
using the method described in Section V-A, and the rest of data
are auxiliary data. Specifically, the volume of test data is 828,
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w ∈ [3, 5, . . . , 21], and k ∈ [2, 4, . . . , 34]. The grid-search
results are shown in Fig. 5. From the results, we can draw the
following conclusions.

First, MAE values change significantly with w. A smaller
time window contains fewer data, resulting in the lack of
adequate information for spatiotemporal methods. Here, IMA
applies the MF for estimating losing data if elements of the
interpolation matrix are not all NaNs. Otherwise, the missing
data are replaced by the data of the previous week. Therefore,
too small windows have worse MAE. On the other hand,
for the nature of air pollution data, data change dynamically
in one day. A large size of the time window also decreases
the interpolation performance. From the results, the proper w
value is between 10 and 12.

Second, because of the spatial correlation between each
pair of stations, when the time window size is confirmed,
MAE results are affected slightly by the number of neigh-
bors. However, due to local environmental differences, IMA
calculates Pearson’s correlation coefficient between each pair
of stations and selects the most relevant k nearest neighbors as
the reference stations, improving the accuracy of estimation.
From the results, when k is between 6 and 8, the experimental
performances are relatively stable.

Third, Fig. 5(b) shows the runtime of each pair of w and k
and Fig. 5(c) shows the relationship between the mean runtime
and the number of neighbors. From the results, the running
time increases approximately linearly with the number of
neighbors.

Parameter Settings: After many tries, we set the value of w
as 11 and k as 6 in the following experiments. Furthermore,
we set α = 2 for IDW, β = 0.8 for SES, w = 11 for SES and
ICF, and k = 6 for IDW and UCF. In addition, the parameters
of multi-XGBoost were set after Bayesian optimization, where
the size of estimators, learning rate, and maximum depth was,
respectively, set to 210, 0.072, and 9. The training cycle of
IMA is set as one year and two months, respectively, for two
datasets. We can update the model using the latest data every
year or half a year as routine maintenance in practice.

D. Comparative Experiment With Baseline Methods

In this section, we demonstrated the performance of IMA
in two datasets by different attributes. We first list the per-
formances for each attribute in Tables VI and VII. Then,
the overall scores are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, which are
obtained by averaging the results from two datasets for each
method.

Due to the narrow concentration range, the MAE perfor-
mance of CO and SO2 is lower than other attributes. From
the results in Tables VI and VII, though GMean is the easiest
method to implement, its performances are almost the worse
because the concentrations of atmospheric pollutants such as
PM2.5 vary dramatically. Since the data from the environmental
monitoring systems contain temporal correlation, LMean has
lower MAE and MRE than GMean, but it fails to estimate
block missing data, whose data size is larger than the time win-
dow. For those data, LMean fills the global mean value instead.
Therefore, the occurrence of massive data loss will result in

Fig. 6. Overall MAE performance of all methods.

Fig. 7. Overall MRE performance of all methods.

similar performances for GMean and LMean. Two decision-
tree-based methods apply the ensemble learning mechanism to
mine the correlation between different attributes and form a
complex regression model. From the results, both XGBoost
and lightGBM have a stable performance. KNN finds the
k nearest neighbors in the feature space and estimates the
missing value by averaging neighbors’ data. From the results,
two decision-tree-based methods have a better performance
than KNN because they learn the deep correlation between
different attributes. ST-MVL is the most related scheme to
IMA, which applies four methods to estimate missing data.
For the block missing data, ST-MVL uses IDW or SES method
to do interpolation. In most cases, such as interpolating data
in 201802–201803, ST-MVL has a similar performance to
IMA. While comparing the results of interpolating PM2.5 in
two datasets, the performance of ST-MVL decreases obviously
with the increase of the size of the block missing data.
Unlike ST-MVL, IMA combines three methods and adaptively
chooses different interpolation methods according to the miss-
ing data type. Furthermore, if the multiviewer method fails,
IMA uses a confidence value to weight the valid results. The
results in Tables VI and VII show that IMA significantly
improves the performance of ST-MVL in estimating block
missing data and outperforms other methods.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the average performances of all methods
in two datasets. GMean still has the worst performance in
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most cases. Due to the temporal correlation of air quality
data, LMean has a similar performance with two tree-based
methods. The performance of ST-MVL is sensitive to missing
data types. As shown in Fig. 8, we compare the original
measured dataset with two operated datasets from six stations,
and the two operated datasets are interpolated by IMA and
ST-MVL. The data range from 2017-04-01 to 2018-08-01
in Fig. 8(a) and range from 2017-05-16 to 2017-06-04 in
Fig. 8(b). Massive data are missing from 2017-05-18 to 2017-
03-31. IDW, UCF, and ICF (mentioned in Section II-B) in
ST-MVL fail to estimate. Therefore, the use of SES makes the
estimated results very smooth. For the losing data, IMA checks
whether the data are attributes loss and matrix loss. If so,
IMA replaces the missing data using past data. Otherwise,
IMA applies the proposed multi-XGBoost or MF to make
interpolation.

Furthermore, due to the lack of ground truth in massive
data loss, we artificially remove seven-days’ PM2.5 data from
15 stations in different intervals and make the interpolation
using IMA and ST-MVL. The 15 missing areas are from
different intervals; in other words, the neighbors’ data can be
used to interpolate. In this case, ST-MVL uses IDW and SES
to make an estimation. From the results in Fig. 9, ST-MVL has
a close performance with IMA in Fig. 9(a) and (i). However,
in other intervals, ST-MVL has unsatisfactory results. The
reasons are as follows. First, ST-MVL uses data from all
stations to estimate, while air pollution data contain regional
differences; Second, ST-MVL only considers the spatiotem-
poral correlation of one attribute, which will be infeasible
in massive data loss in Fig. 8(b), while IMA improves the
robustness of ST-MVL by adaptively choosing an interpolation
method according to the missing data type. Consequently, IMA
has stable performances in estimating the long-term missing
measurements with various change patterns.

The datasets used in this article are sampled 1 h once
to satisfy the application purpose. Although higher sampling
rates may reduce some missing data while lower sampling
rates may increase a little bit of the missing rates, most
missing data are caused by a lot of other reasons, such as
outliers and noise. Therefore, instead of considering sampling
rates, this article directly considers missing rates of data,
as shown in Table V. The higher the missing rate, the smaller
size of valid data that can be used to predict missing data.
From the results in Tables VI and VII, the most related
method (ST-MVL) works well to predict missing data on the
smaller dataset (201802–201803) with a lower data missing
rate, but its performance declines significantly for the bigger
dataset (201701–201801) with higher missing rates of data.
In contrast, the performance of our proposed IMA is always
good and steady for both datasets, that is, it is not impacted
much by different missing rates of data.

Complexity Analysis: First, we have defined the symbols
used in complexity analysis in Table I.

The main computation overhead of IMA is spent on the
model preparation and interpolation processes. There are
three tasks during the model preparation process, among
which a complexity of O(n(wk + w + k)) is required to
get LR training dataset, and training LR and multi-XGBoost

TABLE VIII

TIME COMPLEXITY OF METHODS

TABLE IX

COMPARISON OF TWO INTERPOLATION METHODS ON DEEPAIR FOR MRE

models requires computational complexity of O(nq2) and
O(qn log n + kdqn), respectively. IMA analyzes the miss-
ing data type during the interpolation process and chooses
the corresponding interpolation method: multiviewer method,
multi-XGBoost method, or matrix factorization method. The
analyzing process requires a complexity of O(w + q + k). For
estimating one missing data, the complexity of the multiviewer
method, multi-XGBoost method, and matrix factorization
method is, respectively, O(wk+w+k), O(kd), and O(mwk).
Overall, IMA has a complexity of O(n log n).

GMean replaces the missing data with the global mean,
which has a complexity of O(n) in both training and inter-
polation processes, while LMean needs no training process.
It calculates the mean of data in the current time window
and interpolates the missing data using the local mean, which
owns a complexity of O(wn) in the interpolation process.
XGBoost and LightGBM are two decision-tree-based methods.
Let k be the tree number and d be the tree depths. The main
computation overhead of XGBoost is spent on sorting the
original data, which has a complexity of O(n log n). Besides,
XGBoost requires a complexity of O(kdqn) to construct its
decision trees. Unlike XGBoost, LightGBM forms histograms
for original data and finds the best split for subtree using the
histogram value. Although the prediction accuracy of Light-
GBM is affected, its computational complexity in forming
decision trees is reduced to O(n + kdqb), where b is the
bin number of histograms. Both decision-tree models require
a complexity of O(nkd) in the interpolation process.

KNN is a distance-based method, which estimates the miss-
ing data using the nearest k measurements. During the model
preparation process, KNN sorts the original data and applies
a KD-tree structure to optimize search time. It totally has a
complexity of O(n log n + q log n). Therefore, KNN requires
a complexity of O(k log n) for searching k nearest neighbors
in the KD-tree. ST-MVL is the most relevant method for IMA,
which requires a complex of O(n(wk + w + k)+ nq2) during
model preparation and has a complexity of O(n(wk + w +
k)) during the interpolation process. The complexity of all
methods is listed in Table VIII.
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Fig. 8. Data before and after interpolation by two methods. (a) Data range from 2017-04-01 to 2018-08-01. (b) Data range from 2017-05-16 to 2017-06-04.

Fig. 9. Interpolation performance for continuous data missing (seven days). (a)–(o) represent 15 different stations, from which we artificially remove seven
days of continuous data.

IMA has a higher complexity than other methods except
for XGBoost and KNN during the training process. However,
after finishing the training, IMA is efficient when the trained
model in use. In practice, IMA is designed to train the
model on the server with abundant computational resources.
We speeded up the model training by the multicore parallel
computing technique due to the independence of each model.
From the experimental results, the overall performance of our

framework outperforms other methods. Therefore, the slow
training process will not impact the general performance of
our framework.

E. Performance of Different Imputing Methods for
Spatiotemporal Model

To further verify that IMA can improve the data quality
for prediction tasks, we apply a prediction model in [23],
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TABLE X

COMPARISON OF TWO INTERPOLATION METHODS ON DEEPAIR FOR ACC

called DeepAir. DeepAir is a deep distributed fusion network.
It can predict the future concentrations of particular pollutants
using pollution data, meteorology data, weather forecast data,
and so on. To mine the different influences from various
factors, DeepAir constructs five fusion nets and merges all
outputs using a parametric-matrix-based fusion method. See
more details in [23].

As a comparison method, we added a common interpo-
lation method called Normal, which applies SES on that
short-interval loss and replaces long-interval loss with past val-
ues. In the data preprocessing stage, two interpolated datasets
were formed using the IMA and Normal methods, respectively.
In these experiments, all data are from 2017-01 to 2018-03,
and interpolated data were split into a training set (90%)
and test set (10%) in chronological order. During the training
process, those data from the past 6 h were used to predict
data from the future 6 h. We used two datasets to train the
model and obtained the test results in Tables IX and X. The
results show that IMA does improve the prediction accuracy
of DeepAir and reduce the MRE value at every moment.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, a missing type-aware interpolation frame-
work (IMA) was proposed, which adaptively chose different
methods according to the missing data type. The improved
multiviewer method can mine the spatiotemporal correlation,
the proposed multi-XGBoost was used to learn the correlation
between various attributes, and MF for interpolation matrix is
a type-insensitive method. For further improving the accuracy
of the multiviewer method, IMA applies Pearson’s correlation
coefficient to find k nearest neighbors for forming the interpo-
lation matrix, not the spatial distance. In addition, we adjust
each approach in the multiviewer method to various data
losing cases and added its corresponding confidence value.
When the multiviewer method fails to estimate, we weight all
valid outputs with their confidence value as the final result.
Our proposed method (IMA) has a complexity of O(n log n)
and O(n) in the model preparation and interpolation process,
respectively, which are the same as the most related coun-
terpart method, ST-MVL, but extensive experiments on two
real-world datasets demonstrated that IMA performed better
than other methods in terms of accuracy. In addition, we use
two interpolation methods to complete the two datasets, and
the two completed data from 2017-01 to 2018-03 were merged
and used for training the DeepAir model. Compared with ST-
MVL, IMA improves the interpolation accuracy from 0.818 to
0.849 in a small dataset and from 0.214 to 0.759 in a large
one.
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